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ON THE COVER

T

he relationship between industry and career and technical education (CTE) is often a fruitful one. In this issue, we highlight how
inspiring those partnerships and others can be.

The Baldwyn School District worked with Auto Parts Manufacturing
Mississippi to design an advanced manufacturing curriculum (p. 16), the
Tupelo Career-Technical Center put on a successful second year of its Fall
Festival Car and Bike Show (p. 14), and the students in Wayne County heavy
equipment courses have saved the district thousands by tending to projects on
their campuses (p. 20).
Dedicated educators are a central component of a successful program. This
summer saw record-breaking enrollment in the New Teacher Induction program (p. 4), and a Lamar County teacher won a prestigious award (p. 11). We
also look at the innovative work of health science educators who are exploring
new ways to teach students about the body (p. 26).
Mississippi’s students are learning early that CTE is for everyone. SenatobiaTate health science students hosted CTE workshops for elementary students
(p. 15), and welding students from DeSoto County used model roller coasters
to teach physics to younger students (p. 12). In addition, an engineering student from West Point scored a perfect 36 on his ACT, shattering stereotypes
about CTE students (p. 13).
We also take a closer look at the impact of CTE programs on students and
communities by looking at the service missions of Smithville agriculture students (p. 7) and the Ocean Springs JROTC (p. 23). A Harrison County CTC
alumnus volunteered his services in advance of the school year (p. 24) and the
Tippah Career and Technology Center received a generous donation (p. 25).
In an effort to promote CTE programs, we ask that you share this magazine with friends, colleagues, local economic developers, and elected officials.
Also, follow Connections on social media—ConnectionsMS on Facebook and
@ConnectionsMS on Twitter. Bookmark our website (www.rcu.msstate.edu/
connections), where you can read and share story ideas. We love featuring the
innovative work of students, teachers, and administrators in your district and
hope to tell your story soon.

Christopher Hill, a junior from Baldwyn, and
Bradley Shackelford, a senior from Wheeler,
learn about parallel and series circuits. To learn
more, read Manufacturing Greatness on p. 16.

Nathan Oakley
Chief Academic Officer
Mississippi Department of Education

WANT YOUR SCHOOL FEATURED IN CONNECTIONS?

We want to hear about your success stories, awards, and program accomplishments.
Please submit your story ideas at www.rcu.msstate.edu/connections/shareyourstoryideas.
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ALWAYS
CTE Teachers Participate in Various Summer Trainings
Amanda Gronewold

O

utside of the teaching world,
it is often assumed educators
are focused on relaxation
all summer long, with little thought
of the work awaiting them in the fall.
For many career and technical education (CTE) teachers in Mississippi, that
is not true, as summer is a time for
both new and experienced educators to
hone their skills, learn new ones, and
network with their peers.

New Teacher Induction

Most of Mississippi’s newest CTE
teachers are kept especially busy in the
summer with New Teacher Induction
(NTI), a training program for alternate-route instructors facilitated by
Mississippi State University’s (MSU’s)
Research and Curriculum Unit (RCU).
NTI is a one-year program consisting of two-week training sessions each
summer at the university and several
smaller regional trainings and classroom observations during the school
year.

NTI saw unusually large cohort
sizes this summer: The new 2018-2019
cohort is comprised of 114 teachers,
and 80 teachers made up the 20172018 cohort. Leanne Long, an assistant research professor at the RCU and
the organization’s NTI manager, said
this year’s instruction will feature a
book study on Ron Clark’s The End of
Molasses Classes.
“We used it in training to supplement some of our content for each day,
but they also have until June of 2019 to
do online assignments [based on the
book],” Long said.
Allison Hickman, a business fundamentals and marketing teacher in the
Jackson Public School District, is part
of the 2018-2019 NTI cohort. She has
a unique perspective on NTI’s value
because her path into the program was
an uncommon one: Hickman enrolled
with five years of teaching experience.
“There was something I learned every day,” said Hickman. “They taught

2018 NTI Participants

80
123

in the
graduating
cohort
in the
new
cohort

me stuff I knew could help me, that
I’d been searching for since I’ve been
teaching, particularly lesson planning
and curriculum.”
Long and Holly Holladay, an RCU
project coordinator closely involved
with NTI, described industry visits for
the graduating cohort as a highlight of
the summer. Before graduation, the cohort spends two full days visiting local
businesses, industries, and organizations relevant to their pathways. NTI’s
home at MSU provides unique and
valuable opportunities for these visits.

There’s nothing compared to a teacher going into a model teacher’s classroom and
watching them teach with students”
– Leanne Long
4 CONNECTIONS Fall 2018
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Prepared

“Hail State Marketing with Lisa Beasley, that was a
good one,” Long said of a visit to the university’s athletic marketing department. “She did a phenomenal
job describing all the ins and outs of the things they
do and the different job opportunities students would
have.”
Health science and sports medicine teachers visited
the Leo Seal Jr. Football Complex on campus.
“To have all the staff there walk [teachers] through
how they help athletes was wonderful,” Long said. “And
to have Kelly White, who does a great job with nutrition, show how develop meal plans and other regimens
for the athletes was a great experience, too.”
Teachers in the automotive pathways had the unique
experience of observing renowned postsecondary automotive instructor Dale Henry of East Mississippi
Community College for one of their industry visits.
“He’s a multiple-time SkillsUSA winner with his
students. He’s an excellent teacher who does a great job
of modeling and training,” said Holladay. “I wish everybody could watch him teach, because he just does a
great, great job.”

Methods

Teacher observation is also the key component of
Methods training—a vital, stand-alone part of NTI.
Methods has been a required component of NTI for
three years, but non-NTI educators are encouraged to
participate and can earn continuing education units
(CEUs).
2018 NTI participant districts
2018 Methods trainer districts

“There’s nothing compared to a teacher going into
a model teacher’s classroom and watching them teach
with students,” explained Long.
These veteran teachers are appointed and trained by
RCU staff members, who choose them based on qualities such as statewide reputation, student test scores,
and participation in RCU CTE projects.
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“They are an extension of us,” Long
said. “They take the content that we
teach the first week [of NTI], and each
of the Methods teachers takes that
same information and breaks it down
specific to construction, specific to
engineering, or specific to health sciences, for example.”
The Methods classes take place in
their respective teachers’ own classrooms, and they address topics such
as first days of school, classroom management, curriculum mapping, lesson
planning, and how to interact with
parents and organize field trips.
Hickman, who received Methods
training from Alison Moore at New
Albany School of Career and Technical
Education, echoes the enthusiasm for
that part of her NTI experience.
“The Methods class just made it
even better,” Hickman said. “To watch
somebody who’s already teaching
what I’m teaching and has been teaching it for such a long time, and to get
that support we need that we don’t get
in regular schools—that’s what I was
most excited about. That’s the thing
that affected me the most—to actually
have a mentor in this program.”
All CTE teachers are encouraged to
come to a Methods class, not just current NTI participants.
“If anybody is seeking professional
development in their curriculum area,
the Methods class would be the best
recipe we can give them for success,
because they’re going to see model
teaching, they’re going to see a model
lab, and they’re going to see and hear
SEPT.

Previous
conference
debriefed

DEC.-JAN.

Pathwayspecific session
planning begins

2018
MS ACTE Summer
Conference attendees
best practices and research-based
things,” Long said. “They’re going to
have the best experience while accumulating CEUs they may need to renew their teaching license.”

MS ACTE Summer Conference

Each summer, about 1,500 CTE educators gather in downtown Jackson
for the Mississippi Association for
Career and Technical Education’s annual conference, known colloquially
as MS ACTE. The RCU organizes this
conference for the association, and
business manager Pam Stafford leads
the unit’s efforts.
“The MS ACTE summer conference is geared for all CTE teachers
across the state,” Stafford explained.
“It is a time for them to come together,
as teachers and administrators...and
have professional development for
themselves.”
MS ACTE participants may attend
sessions that focus on their specific
pathways, ones with more universal appeal, or a combination of both.
Attendees also hear keynote addresses
and learn about educational products
and services in vendor booths. A new
vendor this summer, Lobaki, offered a

1,147

virtual reality demonstration that was
popular among attendees.
The theme for the 2018 summer
conference centered around four focus areas: entrepreneurship, workforce development, economic development, and computer science. Many
of the sessions focused specifically on
these topics and how to get students
involved in them.
A popular addition to the conference was innovation hubs—new
come-and-go-style sessions where
educators in the science, technology,
engineering, and math cluster could
consult with experts in the field on a
wide variety of topics, including classroom management.
Mississippi’s CTE community
is encouraged to submit proposals
for future conference presentations.
Lead presenters have their conference
fees waived, and few proposals are
rejected.
“The majority of [those submitting
proposals], we do our best to find a
place for,” Stafford said. “We do our
best to use them, because they generally are, for the most part, teachers
from the field.”

For more information about NTI or Methods training, contact Long at leanne.
long@rcu.msstate.edu. For more information about the MS ACTE Summer
Conference, contact Stafford at pam.stafford@rcu.msstate.edu.
JAN.-FEB.

Statewide call
for proposals
opened

FEB.

Proposals
reviewed

MARCH-JUNE

Online
registration
opened

MS ACTE Summer Conference Planning Time Line
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news & notes

Grant Provides Big Learning on a Small Scale for
DeSoto County CTC East
Students at DeSoto County Career and
Technology Center East (DCCTCE) are learning about transportation logistics on a small
scale thanks to a $500 grant.
District officials purchased miniature,
radio-controlled forklifts for hands-on instruction after DCCTCE received the
DeSoto County Foundation for Excellence in
Education grant during the 2017-2018 school
year. With limited classroom space, students
and faculty decided the radio-controlled forklifts would be the best option to both save
space and increase the number of hands-on,
interactive opportunities for the class.
This new technology provides a visual representation of how distribution centers work.
Using a radio-controlled, miniature forklift
allows students to experience the movements
and processes of its full-size counterpart.

Read more about this story at www.rcu.msstate.edu/connections/grantprovides

Smithville Agriculture Students ‘Live to Serve’
Students in the Agriculture and Natural Resources class at Smithville Attendance Center embody servant leadership by
building steps and stools for a fourth grade student with achondroplasia, a form of dwarfism.
In the last two years, about 35 agriculture students, ranging from freshmen to seniors, have been a great help in Makinley
Branham’s life. Living with dwarfism creates many unique challenges for Branham, especially in a school setting. With the
idea of blending classroom instruction and community service, her second grade teacher reached out to the agriculture
class for help.
This idea of using concepts learned in the classroom to help others proved to be a fantastic way for students to engage
with one another and those they assist. When planning projects to help Branham, students reached out to her, made her
feel comfortable, and reassured her they would get the measurements just right so she could enjoy more freedom at school
without asking for help with everyday activities.
Kayla Eaton, an agriculture teacher at Smithville Attendance Center, said she was proud to watch her students build leadership skills and enjoy the rewards earned by helping others.
“Younger students always look up to older students,” Eaton said. “This transforms into building a strong leadership foundation. I enjoy seeing how rewarded my students feel after helping Makinley and others in our school and community.”

Read more about this story at www.rcu.msstate.edu/connections/smithville
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Hands-On
EVENTS CREATE

A LASTING
IMPRESSION
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Laurel Offers CTE
Workshops for Younger Students
Emile Creel

A

n idea Ryakko Price thought
of while wandering around
a home improvement store
sparked a popular event for the Laurel
High School Career and Technical
Center (LHSCTC).
When the former LHSCTC director
was shopping in 2017, she noticed a list
of the children’s events held by the local
store held and knew similar efforts—offering workshops for younger students to
learn from their older counterparts, for
example—could translate to the career
and technical education (CTE) center.
Through conversations with construction instructor JeTuan Stephens and others, Price began to develop the framework and time line for Kid Connection,
a day for students to rotate through the
center’s different pathways and complete
fun activities.
“At traditional career days people talk
about their practices on the job, but with
Kid Connection Day, students get to experience the various jobs firsthand,” said
Price.
“Our elementary students were so
excited for this experience, and it’s really served to plant the seed of what
CTE could offer them,” Jeannine Agee,
LHSCTC’s current director, added. “Even
at the elementary level, students are being guided to consider careers. This experience exposes them to options they
might not have been considering before.”

Preparing for the Inaugural Event

Kid Connection organizers decided to
hold the event on a spring Saturday and
looked for sponsors to help donate supplies and provide lunch and snacks for
the students. Multiple industries in the
area contributed, creating links between

CTE students and their local community
and between the center and elementary
students.
“This event, which is sponsored by
local business, allows for stronger community relationships,” Price said. “It also
gives an opportunity for the public to
come in and see what our programs are
doing in the classroom. Often, the community doesn’t have a good understanding of what a career and technical center
does, and this work-based learning event
provides an opportunity for the community to come in and experience our
center.”
As the event approached, Price
worked with elementary and middle
school teachers to distribute interest and
registration forms so parents could register their children. Students chose which
two of the five activities they would participate in, as well as what size T-shirt
they wanted.
Additionally, current CTE students
from each pathway volunteered to staff
the sessions and guide the younger students during the day.
“Our high school kids gave up their
Saturday to come in and guide the
younger kids. I think giving up that time
to serve your community is important,
and in the end, they all enjoyed the day,”
said Stephens.

Welcoming the Students

Twenty-five students attended the
event its first year. They began the day
with a group welcome and then moved
out to the sessions they selected during
registration.
The activities were led by CTE students under the supervision of their instructor. In the construction room, the
Fall 2018 CONNECTIONS 9
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?
•

What type of workshop could
your pathways offer?

•

Who will be invited to register
for the event?
•

Does your district have several
elementary and middle schools
that should come at different
times?

•

Are certain activities better
suited for only middle school
students?

•

How will you disseminate this
information for the lower-level
schools?

•

Top: Construction Teacher JeTuan Stephens assists Logan Miller with the
construction of a birdhouse.

Will there be a cost to
students or will you have
sponsorships?
•

If you have a cost, consider
how you will collect the money.

•

If you have sponsorships,
consider who in your
community you will ask for
support.

•

What time of year and day
of the week will you hold the
event?

Bottom left: Logan Miller displays his completed birdhouse.
Bottom right: Health sciences instructor Terry Hosey performs a wellness check on
a display with Kid’s Connection Day attendees.
younger students built small birdhouses and observed the equipment
they might learn about if they were
to take the class in high school. In
the health sciences sessions, students
brought dolls, stuffed animals, or action figures for wellness checks. The
high school students instructed their
young peers on bandaging, how to
take measurements, and other basic
medical skills. The early childhood
education group led activities and
games for students, and then culinary
students prepared lunch for the group.
10 CONNECTIONS Fall 2018

The students left with their crafts
and a new impression of the CTE center, one they likely would not have
had before.
“I think it’s important that they left
with something so they have a physical take away to remind them of the
event and the center,” said Price.

Looking to the Future

Agee sees the importance in changing the incorrect impression that CTE
does not offer something for all students. She plans to continue this event

Questions to Consider
When Organizing and
Planning an Event

•

Some centers might benefit
from an after-school weekday
event, while others will choose
the weekend.

•

Consider districtwide events as
you look to schedule.

•

What role will current CTE
students play?
•

Will they serve as group
leaders to guide students
to the right room for the
sessions?

•

Can they lead parts of
individual sessions or work the
registration table?

•

Can culinary students prepare
meals or snacks for the event?

feature

and other opportunities as a way to
connect LHSCTC and CTE with the
community.

own community—that’s the information we want parents and younger students to know,” said Agee.

“We have three welding students
with job offers at a local business.
These students are prepared for a career that is available for them in their

Organizers are excited to begin
the planning process for 2019 Kid
Connection and hope to grow its attendance and sponsorships.

“We want to expose more and more
students to what is available through
CTE. We are always looking at what
our center offers and how that aligns to
the needs of our local workforce,” said
Agee.

news & notes

Lamar County Teacher Selected for National Award
A Lamar County Center for Technical Education engineering teacher was
selected as a grand-prize winner of the Henry Ford’s Innovation Nation Teacher
Innovator Awards.
Teresa Sappington, one of 10 teachers in the nation selected to receive the
award, was chosen based on inspiring students to challenge the rules and take
risks. She demonstrated the ability to be collaborative and empathetic, and she
taught her students the value of learning from failure and staying curious.
Sappington received a week-long Innovation Immersion Experience this
summer at The Henry Ford in Dearborn, MI. Round-trip airfare, lodging, behind-the-scenes tours with curators and archivists, a teaching innovation workshop, and a special recognition ceremony were included in the trip.
The awards, in conjunction with the Emmy-winning CBS television show
“The Henry Ford’s Innovation Nation,” recognize educators who are using
their classroom to inspire innovation, creativity, problem solving, and critical
thinking among their students. The programs and exhibits at The Henry Ford
amazed Sappington, and she described the overall experience as phenomenal.

Fall 2018 CONNECTIONS 11
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Pascagoula Culinary
Students Place in
Chef Competition
Team Simmer Down from the culinary arts
program at the College and Career Technical
Institute in Pascagoula placed first in the state’s
Jr. Chef Competition on Jan. 25 in Jackson. The
team, comprised of Aubrion O'Guin, Ethan
Skinner, Bianca Binion, and Morgan Cash, each
received scholarships of $16,000. They met with
other Southeastern state competition winners
in May at Sullivan University’s National Center
for Hospitality Studies in Louisville, KY.

Welding Students Use Roller Coasters to
Mentor Younger Students and Apply STEM Concepts
Welding students from DeSoto County’s Career and Technology Center West (CTC West) are teaming up with students
from Lake Cormorant Elementary (LCE) to help design and build model roller coasters.
During the 2017-2018 academic year, LCE’s SPOTLIGHT program, which serves academically gifted students, began a
unit of study about roller coasters that ended with a trip to Walt Disney World. This semester, SPOTLIGHT students are
deepening their understandings of roller coasters by designing their own models and, with the help of welding students
from CTC West, getting to see their plans come to life.
Once their model roller coasters are complete, SPOTLIGHT students demonstrate their knowledge of motion, physics,
and safety by using a marble to represent the roller coaster car. As mentors for the young designers, the CTC West welding
students provide feedback on how to improve the structural soundness and safety of their designs.
This year, CTC West students will travel with the SPOTLIGHT class to Disney World, where they will participate in an
educational workshop on roller coaster design and function. Through this collaboration, the welding students are helping
LCE SPOTLIGHT students gain insight into STEM careers and all that career and technical education has to offer.
12 CONNECTIONS Fall 2018
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West Point CTE Student Aces ACT
This September, Jimmy Bateman, a senior at the West Point High School and an engineering student at the West Point Career & Technology Center (WPCTC), earned a perfect score of 36 on the ACT.
In a social media post, WPCTC Director Patrick Ray said Bateman is “helping to shatter the stereotype that [vo-tech] is for kids who aren’t smart.”
For Bateman, career and technical education (CTE) is an integral part of his career
plan. He plans to continue his studies at Mississippi State University, where he will major
in industrial engineering in the hopes of becoming a certified mechanic and working at an
automotive plant.
“My engineering class further solidified my resolve to be an engineer,” he explained,
saying the courses “helped to prepare me for my future.”
Bateman enjoyed his classes at WPCTC, where one of his favorite projects was working
on dragsters.
“We had to work with constraints, use drafting techniques, and work in CAD software. The experience was very educational and fun for me,” he said.
Bateman, a member of the National Technical Honor Society, said he would recommend CTE courses for every student.
“[Interested students] should absolutely give it a try,” he said. “It is very fulfilling and relevant to many career paths.”
When he is not devoting time to his studies or participating in the school’s JROTC program, Bateman likes to read, swim,
and run. But even in his free time, he strives to excel.
“My hobbies include trying to improve my mile time,” he said.
Though a fierce competitor, Bateman said that his drive comes from his impulse to help others.
“I want to impact the people around me,” he said. “I want to become an industrial engineer to make life just a little better
for everyone.”

www.msachieves.mdek12.org
@MissDeptEd
facebook.com/MissDeptEd
Fall 2018 CONNECTIONS 13
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Annual Tupelo CTC Fundraiser Grows in Second Year
Tupelo Career-Technical Center’s annual Fall Festival Car and Bike Show attracted more attendees this year than in its
inaugural event, organizers say.
The event, in which all career and technical education (CTE) programs raise funds for student clubs and organizations,
was held Oct. 27—the last Saturday of the month—at Tupelo High School. Specifically, proceeds help fund competition trips
and community service projects for organizations including SkillsUSA, Distributive Education Clubs of America, Family
Career and Community Leaders of America, Technology Student of America, Health Occupations Students of America,
Educators Rising, and the National Technical Honor Society.
Derek Bradley, the collision repair teacher who coordinated the fall festival, estimated attendance doubled in size from
last year and attracted more people from outside of Tupelo.
“I thought it was great. In my conversations with community members, they were there to support the students and were
excited about their futures and the things they’re doing in their CTE programs,” he said.
Plenty of food, fun, and games were available for all ages, and organizers are excited about the future of the festival.
“It was good, and it’s going to help us get to competition and keep us funded,” said Career Pathway Experience and
SkillsUSA student Ben Loveless.

Save the Date for the 2019
MS ACTE Summer Conference!



July 24-26

Be on the lookout for more professional learning
opportunities this spring at rcu.gosignmeup.com.
Find more information at www.rcu.msstate.edu/pl.
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YOU KNOW CTE IS SO MUCH MORE THAN VO-TECH.

NOW SPREAD THE GOOD NEWS!
DOWNLOAD OUR FREE CTE PROMOTIONAL TOOLKIT AND GET:
• Printable posters
• Tips to get your CTE program in
the news & recruit more students
• Social media tips & shareable graphics
• PowerPoint presentation with
facts about CTE in Mississippi
• Research briefs demonstrating CTE's value

• Directions for submitting your
CTE news to Connections
• Ideas for promoting CTE
with little or no money
• A flyer demonstrating why a
CTE course deserves a place in
a busy student’s schedule
• Articles and infographics
showing CTE’s importance

Download now at
www.rcu.msstate.edu/
CTEpromo

news & notes

Senatobia-Tate County Health Sciences Lead Wellness Seminars
Students of the health science classes and the Healthcare and Clinical
Services class at the Senatobia-Tate County Career Technical Center successfully completed the first Tate County 4-H Jr. Master Wellness Volunteer
Program. Combined, the students provided over 700 hours of service. These
service hours included teaching proper hand washing to kindergarten children, teaching senior citizens about the importance of physical fitness at the
county health fair, and presenting nine healthy body stations at the Senatobia
Five Star City Festival. The center partnered with Laura Brumbaugh, a
Mississippi State University Extension Agent, and the MSU Extension
Service.
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Manufacturing

GREATNESS
Left to right: Seniors Bradley
Shackelford, Emily Stephens, and
Cody Wallis work on AC/DC
electrical control modules.
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Industry and Education
Combine in Baldwyn’s Advanced
Manufacturing Program

Jason Hauser

W

hen the Guntown-based Auto Parts
Manufacturing Mississippi (APMM)
gave Baldwyn School District a
brand-new, industrial-grade robotic arm—the
same kind factory workers use daily to manufacture
parts for Toyota—company officials considered it
an investment in the future of the state’s industry
and its residents.
Since 2014, industry leaders at APMM have
worked with Baldwyn educators to develop an advanced manufacturing program. Together, they
have created a comprehensive, two-year curriculum and constructed a state-of-the-art facility that
prepares students for careers in manufacturing and
engineering. The result of their efforts is a widely
popular career and technical education (CTE) program and a $1.4 million, high-tech facility that both
industry and education professionals believe will
benefit the region as much as individual students.

Correcting Misconceptions

This fruitful partnership grew out of mutual
need. For years, auto parts manufacturing centers
in the rural South had trouble recruiting and maintaining workers. Too few of the people who lived
near manufacturing centers applied for factory
jobs, and when they did, they did not hold them for
long. Workers, for their parts, often left plants because they were unprepared to meet the demands
of working in a modern production facility.
“The truth was that 18- to 25-year-olds just
didn’t understand the requirements for working in
a manufacturing environment because they’ve never done it before,” said Kim Crumbie, the general
manufacturing manager of APMM.
A central part of that problem, he explained, was
most people had misconceptions about the very nature of manufacturing work, with many thinking it
was dangerous and did not require any real skills.
To create a workforce better prepared to meet the
demands of today’s manufacturing jobs, Crumbie
began teaming up with schools to develop a training and workplace skills curriculum. The program
that grew from those efforts was called Helping
Others Prepare for Employment, or HOPE.
Fall 2018 CONNECTIONS 17
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Left: Baldwyn senior Dustin Wildmon works on a program that instructs a robot to draw on paper.
Right: Morgan Fisher stands next to the Kawasaki-ZX165 robotic arm donated to his classroom by Auto Parts Manufacturing
Mississippi.
“The goal is to offer human and
mind-set development through a strong
manufacturing curriculum,” Crumbie
said.
That curriculum proved attractive to
Baldwyn Superintendent Jason McKay,
who contacted Crumbie and inquired
about how to integrate manufacturing
courses into high school education.
“We introduced them to the dojo
concept,” Crumbie explained. “In
Japanese, do means training, and jo
means place.”
Crumbie says the name speaks to the
mission of creating an environment engineered for learning, one in which personal growth and practical skill building
go hand-in-hand.
Convinced the dojo approach would
benefit students in North Mississippi,
McKay partnered with Crumbie and associates. Together, with the support of
the Research and Curriculum Unit, they
worked to design an advanced manufacturing program curriculum and
build an 11,900-square-foot workspace,
known as the Career Advancement
Center (CAC), that was not only outfitted with cutting-edge technology, but
18 CONNECTIONS Fall 2018

also designed to be an ideal learning
environment.

The CAC

Hands-on manufacturing education
is promoted at a variety of CAC workstations and tools, including logistics
modules, a welding simulation area,
conveyor belts, and pneumatic, electronic, and electrical stations. In the
center, students learn by doing—testing
amperage at the AC/DC electrical station or patching connections at the motor control system station, for example.
There are also more typical learning
environments that foster engagement
with both instructors and curriculum.
The facility contains a traditional classroom, a student-centered learning area,
and a student-engagement area, all of
which have unique seating layouts designed to bring students into conversation with their teachers and each other.
The CAC, though, is as much of
a professional production facility as
a training center. Morgan Fisher, the
lead advanced manufacturing program
teacher who also helped design the curriculum, sometimes accidentally refers
to it as “the plant.”

“I’ve actually had a lot of folks say
they feel like they’re going into a plant
when they walk in,” he said.
The confusion is understandable.
After all, the building was designed
by APMM engineers to mirror the
manufacturing floor of professional
operations.
Fisher knows his way around a factory, too. Before coming to Baldwyn,
he spent nearly a decade in product
development and industrial contract
work. That experience, he said, has been
invaluable to the program and his students, and he now believes his true passion lies in CTE.
“I wanted to make a difference, so I
decided to go into a school,” Fisher said.
“When I came to this job, it felt like going home.”
Fisher credits APMM, his own passion, and the curriculum itself for
the program’s success. Now in its second year, Baldwyn’s program hosts
students from the Prentiss County,
Booneville, and Saltillo school districts.
Impressively, nearly every student who
was eligible to return after last year did,
many of whom are seniors who qualify

“It’s hard to get finishers, and that’s the
kind of workers we’re making.” - Morgan Fisher
for early leave or early graduation. They
stayed, Fisher explained, to learn more
about manufacturing in an effort to
jump-start their careers.
While Fisher maintains the primary
goal of these courses is to have students
realize there is more to life after high
school than going to college or working
a low-skilled, low-paying job, Fisher
and Crumbie designed the advanced
manufacturing program to appeal to
everyone.
“We’re training students to be both
career and college ready,” said Crumbie.
“I want to make this clear: I want them
to go to college. But if they don’t, I want
them to be work-ready employees.”
Fisher agreed and said he tells students he wants them to go to as much
college as possible—if that is where they
belong. Regardless, though, he wants
every student to accumulate skills and
experience before leaving high school,
no matter their eventual career path.

The Curriculum

The mission to appeal to a variety
of students led Crumbie, Fisher, and
others to craft courses that teach more
than just manufacturing skills. In the
advanced manufacturing program,
teachers meet students where they are.
Often, Fisher explained, that means beginning with the basics.
“The first thing we teach [is the]
soft-skills curriculum,” said Fisher. “I
tell students that if they grasp the soft
skills, they’ll go far in life.”
Crumbie also stressed the importance of understanding the fundamentals of employment to students.

“We begin by teaching first-year students about work culture—things like
work ethic, flexibility, having a positive attitude, integrity, problem-solving,
being independent, and having some
self-esteem. We teach them to be able
to face challenges and do so effectively.”
As the year progresses, hands-on instruction increases, and the soft skills
of workplace etiquette combine with
the hard skills of manufacturing work.
Fisher says the transition occurs quickly. By the end of their first semester, his
students are ready to tackle a production project of their own: welding rebar
lawn ornaments for the holiday season.
Students design from scratch and construct snowflakes, Christmas trees, and
gift boxes they proudly display on the
school’s front lawn.
In their second year, the instruction
becomes more technical and more demanding. At the end of the academic
year, students complete a capstone
project in which they mass-produce
working push-and-pull carts designed
by APMM’s engineers.
“Semester two is really cool,” said
Fisher. “Our kids are going to actually
create an assembly line that makes real
products.”
A central component of that assembly line production is the KawasakiZX165 robotic arm APMM gifted
Baldwyn, which Fisher’s students will
program and run themselves.

Not Only Industrial Education, but
Industry and Education

The local community has a big stake
in the program’s success, as taxpayers
funded the construction of the center
through a $2 million bond. Crumbie,
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Fisher, and APMM want to honor that
generosity.
“I think that a manufacturer has
a responsibility to reach out into the
community where they are and try to
cultivate a relationship with everyone
in that community,” Crumbie said.
“When industry pairs with education,
we improve people’s standards of living.
We’re their partner.”
That partnership is already proving beneficial. This past summer, a
handful of Fisher’s first-year students
worked at APMM, and both the teens
and their bosses were happy with their
performance.
“The students impressed the workers
at APMM because they already knew
most of the material,” said Fisher. “They
told me that their training felt just like
the first couple months at school.”
The students not only did well at
APMM, but they also enjoyed it.
“Believe it or not, kids want to work,”
Fisher said. “They want to make money, and that’s why this program can and
will change the community.
“It’s hard to get finishers,” he added,
“and that’s the kind of workers we’re
making.”
And employers appreciate finishers,
too. Fisher and Crumbie both expect
program enrollment and interest in
careers in manufacturing to grow, and
as students gain skills, local industries
gain skilled workers.
Baldwyn’s advanced manufacturing
program is doing what the best CTE
programs do: contributing to the financial stability of students and the economic health of the region.
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Left to right: First-year students Connor
Drake Dunn, Caleb Oneal Hinton, Noah
Kaden Hillman, Kade Ryan Stennett,
Kimberly Jizelle Chapman, Corban
Wayne Walley, Kaitlyn Mackenzi Beasley

Experiences
GUIDE
HEAVY EQUIPMENT
INSTRUCTION

Wayne County program develops
specialized job skills through hands-on learning
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Carl Smith

D

uring his career as a U.S. Army combat engineer,
Jason Lambert built schools in Honduras, tended to dirt work in South Korea, and completed
a variety of construction projects in Germany. Now, the
Wayne County School District (WCSD) career and technical education (CTE) teacher is guiding students through
the state’s one-of-a-kind heavy equipment program.
Lambert uses his 20 years of experience working with
bulldozers, excavators, and other pieces of heavy equipment as the crux of his teaching, as many of the things he’s
learned in construction cannot simply be taught from a
textbook or lecture.
“I’ve been all around the world in those 20 years, and a
lot of what I’ve learned isn’t in the book I’m using. I’ve experienced a lot of things you just don’t read about when it
comes to construction, so my students are going to experience it,” he said.

Class Logistics

WCSD’s heavy equipment program is the result of
Superintendent Bobby Jones’ push to make sure students
graduate with the skills they need to get jobs.
Jones, a former CTE director, grew up in a family with
ties to oil field construction. He was able to learn how to
operate heavy equipment while attending high school.
“I had the privilege of learning under my grandfather
when I was young. Most of today’s kids do not have that
opportunity. This program—giving the students those opportunities—is a dream of mine,” Jones said. “When I was
vocational director, I implemented several new programs. I
was talking to (former Mississippi Construction Education
Foundation [MCEF] president) Gary Bambauer and saying it was a shame we couldn’t do something like [a heavy
equipment program] for our high school kids. He replied,
‘Why can’t you?’”
From there, class planning and organization efforts began in partnership with the MCEF.
The program currently offers only two classes—Heavy
Equipment I and Heavy Equipment II—but could be expanded in the future, Lambert said. They are open to students of any high school grade, he said. Students must first
apply for the program, and acceptance is contingent upon
an interview process and satisfactory grades.
“I’ll take anybody willing to learn. If you’re willing to
learn, then I’m all for it,” Lambert said.
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Once the academic year begins,
first-year students must pass vigorous
safety tests and log time on in-class
simulators that mimic the experience
of operating heavy equipment. From
August to Christmas break, Lambert
said student learning focuses on numerous modules, including basic safety, construction math, hand and power tools, basic rigging, construction
and employability skills, and material
handling.
In the spring, students transition to
topics such as orientation to the trade,
heavy equipment safety, identifying
heavy equipment, basic operational
techniques, utility tractors, an introduction to earth moving, and grading,
also known as the leveling of dirt.
At this time, students begin familiarizing themselves with a Caterpillar
bulldozer and mini-excavator.
“We have a big dirt area behind the
school where I get the kids familiar
with the controls. I’m right there with
them through the whole thing, step by
step,” Lambert said. “[The first year is]
actually more repetition on techniques
and learning the equipment. My idea is
[students] learn everything about this
piece of equipment that they need to
know, then all the other stuff is easy.
Once you learn it, then we can go concentrating on projects.
“Everything they’re going to need
to know to get a construction job after they graduate, I start teaching them
from day one,” he added. “Once we get
that core out of the way, then we’re out
every day doing projects.”

Top: First-year students, left to right: Forest Bradley Jacobs, Samuel Chapman,
Caleb Kittrell, Canaan Joabe Hutto
Bottom: Second-year students, left to right: James Hunter Deese, Patrick Cameron
Stewart, William Young, Cole Harris, Jared Loper

students also study different equipment, including dump trucks, excavators, skid-steers, loaders, and scrapers.
Students also review different projects
and determine what heavy equipment
pieces are needed for their completion.

Heavy Equipment II students start
their academic year off with safety refreshers and then quickly move to the
outdoors for more hands-on learning.

Outside, students tend to a number
of practice projects—installing culverts, pushing up pads for homes, and
footer foundation work, for example—
and actual WCSD and Wayne County
needs.

In the classroom, topics include
civil drawings and types of soil, and

In the fall, Lambert’s students traveled to Buckatunna with other career

Lending a Hand
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and technical education students and
helped remove bleachers from district property. They also helped with
dirt work—pushing and leveling off
mounds—at Waynesboro’s new sports
complex and extended Wayne County
High School’s band’s marching field.
“With the bleachers, we hauled off
the old stuff and got everything ready
for the welders and carpenters to come
in and do their parts. This was a great
experience because the students got
to see the steps it takes to do a project
when more contractors are involved,”
Lambert said.

feature

Growing Support and Interest

Student and district reaction to the
heavy equipment program is incredibly
favorable, Lambert said.
The benefits, he said, are obvious:
Students are learning the skills they’ll
need to land jobs after graduation, and
WCSD administrators have at their
disposal an in-house crew capable of
tending to minor projects.
Corey Stevens, who previously
taught heavy equipment classes and
now serves as WCSD’s maintenance
and transportation director, estimated
the student projects have saved the
district about $300,000 in the last four
years.
“The school board has seen growth
in the program and what it can do;
they’re all for us,” he said. “Any time
you can get a high school program that
can do 200 feet of storm drain work

that could cost $15,000 to $20,000,
but you’re only in it for the cost of the
pipe—that’s a great thing.”

a week, she was leveling dirt by herself
because she got used to it and realized
there’s nothing to be scared of.”

Lambert’s hands-on teaching style is
also helping students become more interested in the class.

WCSD senior James Hunter Deese
and sophomore Noah Hillman both
said operating the bulldozer and excavator is an exciting activity those outside the heavy equipment program do
not get to experience. Deese, a secondyear heavy equipment student, and
Hillman, a first-year student, both said
they feel like the program will put them
in position to get jobs after high school
because they’ll possess skills and experience many of their peers do not have.

“I’ve had parents come to me and
say they’ve never had their kids come
home happy and want to go to school
the next day. One student’s mom sent
my wife a message saying her son was
never this excited about learning,” he
said.
“The best way to [get students excited to learn] is to get on the machine and walk through it,” Lambert
added. “I had a first-year student who
was scared to death of having to run a
bulldozer for the first time. I got her on
it and stressed what I always stress in
the beginning: This machine won’t do
anything you don’t make it do. Within

“My whole objective is to make
learning interesting,” Lambert said.
“It’s not interesting when you’re sitting
there looking at a PowerPoint and listening to somebody talk about it the
whole time. We’re going to go outside
and have class.”

news & notes

Ocean Springs JROTC Serves Community
Ocean Springs High School’s JROTC started off the school year by serving their teachers. Cadets washed more than 30
teachers’ cars on the first day of school as part of the school’s service week. Throughout the academic year, the JROTC will
continue to give back to the community by hosting two blood drives and a Veteran’s Day breakfast; coordinating a coastal
beach cleanup, a Toys-for-Tots drive, and a canned food drive; and by parking cars at football games and other local events.
The group will also perform several color guard ceremonies throughout the year for many different organizations.
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Harrison County CTC Alumnus Gives Back to Center
Two groups of dedicated volunteers pitched in to help clean up and beautify two campuses in the Harrison County School District this summer.
While one group pressure washed the walls and walkways at Saucier
Elementary School, another team replaced ceiling tiles at the Harrison
County Career and Technical Center.
The volunteers, all Air National Guard members, came from the Combat
Readiness Training Center in Gulfport. Their mission was to help spruce up
both campuses and get them ready for the first day of school.
“We actually changed out the drop ceiling tiles. A lot of tiles were really,
really old. Hopefully, this made it to where the kids came in after the summer break and were proud to walk in the doors,” said John Turner.
Turner understands the importance of instilling school pride. After all, he
once walked those very halls as a student.
“I went to Harrison Central my whole high school career. I had a blast
here, especially in vo-tech. It’s the reason I volunteered to come here to the
vo-tech, because I had fond memories from here,” said Turner.
Back then, Turner was enrolled in the two-year auto mechanics program
at the Harrison County CTC.
“We learned basic mechanics, all the way to diagnosing, troubleshooting,
and tire maintenance,” he explained.
Turner graduated from Harrison Central High in 1986, and joined the
Mississippi Air National Guard that summer. He rose in the ranks and is
now a chief master sergeant.
“I actually started my mechanical career by training here first, which got
me a job on the outside. I got a job on the outside and joined the Guard,”
Turner said. “The Guard furthered my training, and it’s been my stepping
stone throughout my whole career. It started right here.”
Turner marked 32 years of military service in August, and the proud Red Rebel said he will never forgot his roots.
“[I am] very proud, very proud. Harrison Central’s got a long tradition with the kids in my neighborhood. It’s been awesome to come back and give back to the community,” Turner said.

South Panola Begins Two-Year Industrial Maintenance Class
South Panola Career and Technical Center saw several changes for the 2018-2019 school year, including the addition of
an industrial maintenance course. The program will be taught over two years with the option of paid internships with local
businesses for second-year students. The course was developed through district leaders’ discussions with local industries on
the needs of the area. The resulting partnership hopes to better the workforce and prepare students for whatever career path
they choose.
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Vehicles Donated to Tippah CTC
Seven donated automobiles are helping Tippah County automotive technician students get under the hood and learn
the nuts and bolts of vehicle repair and maintenance.
The Tippah Career and Technology Center (TCTC) of the
South Tippah School District received the Memphis, TNbased Southwest Tennessee Community College donation in
July.
The vehicles will provide students with the opportunity
to explore and understand various mechanical processes, including how different power trains function and how to use
diagnostic equipment, and serve as an avenue for studying
and testing different ignition and fuel injection systems.
Community college officials donated the automobiles after
updates to the college lab and facilities were completed.
Tony Elliot, TCTC director, commended automotive
technician instructor Chris Elliot for his efforts securing the
donation.
“Mr. Colucci goes above and beyond to make sure that
our students receive the proper training to keep our facility
[National Automotive Technicians Education Foundation]
certified,” he said. “These vehicles are an exciting teaching
tool to be able to use with our students.”
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SMART

Learning
Vicksburg-Warren School
District school nurse coordinator
Margaret Hart, left, uses an
otoscope to check health sciences
student Lexsie Hampton’s
eardrum as fellow health sciences
student Alexis Thornton observes.
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Technology and Innovative
Learning Push Health Science Students
Carl Smith

T

wo Mississippi career and
technical education (CTE)
centers are using innovative
lessons, cutting-edge technology, and
hands-on experiences to stimulate
student learning as they study health
sciences.
In the McComb School District, students are exploring the human body in
a way their predecessors never could:
by utilizing augmented reality (AR).
To the northwest, Vicksburg-Warren
School District biomedical students are
presented with a hypothetical forensics
case: There’s been a suspicious death,
and it’s up to them to figure out what
happened to the deceased.
With innovation driving the creation and production of new medical
and clinical devices, teachers and researchers know it’s imperative to get
the latest technology in the hands of
students today to prepare them for the
jobs of tomorrow.
Young students are natural learners
when it comes to technology, said Sam
Watts, the Research and Curriculum
Unit’s project manager for health sciences, because most of the world in
which they’ve grown up is based on
and run by computers.
Watts said the goals of exposing students to current and emerging technology are to give them a rare educational
experience and to provide opportunities for them to develop and express
their own ideas. Both goals lead to innovative citizens who contribute to the
betterment of society.
“We, as educators, must adapt to our
ever-changing society and the needs
and interests of our students. We must

harness students’
abilities, give them
a general direction
and a purpose, and
then watch them
succeed,” he said.
“The goal of technology in education is not to just
have it for the sake
of having it or to
simply
replace
what you were doing before with the
exact same thing in
a different format.”

Research and Curriculum Unit project manager Sam
Watts, right, holds a tablet as, from left, Mississippi
Department of Education health sciences program
specialist Estelle Watts and Vizitech senior vice president
and chief scientist Carroll Lastinger look on during
professional development exercises at the McComb School
District.

Additional exposure to industry
professionals going
about their dayto-day work allows
students to watch
abstract classroom
activities come alive, and Watts says allowing students job-shadowing opportunities is the best way to allow young
adults decide what kind of career they
want to have.

“Online research, discussions, the
media, and so on can only do so much
in giving someone an idea of what a
job is really like, and in most cases, that
idea is wrong or built upon false information or perceptions,” he said.

McComb: Real Lessons
in Augmented Reality

Gone are the days of dissection and
only taking apart mannequins to learn
about internal organ systems at the
McComb Business and Technology
Complex. Now, students simply put on
special glasses that allow them interact

with 3-D images as they study the inner workings of the human body.
The students of Tammy Creel’s
Health Sciences I and II classes utilize
AR devices in which computer-generated images are superimposed in a
person’s line of sight through glasses
or goggles. They are able to use a controller to then bend, move, and take
apart their virtual subjects—in this
case, bones, muscles, organs, and other
tissues.
The technology allows students to
look beyond classroom activities as
chores and work, Creel said, and almost disguise learning as fun.
“They’re loving it. I don’t want to
say they’re playing, because they’re
Fall 2018 CONNECTIONS 27
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Left to right:
Biomedical II students
Emma McLeod,
Machia Lumpkin, and
Britney Breland learn
the terms for directions
in anatomical position.
not; however, they are in their element.
They’re enjoying the learning while
they’re doing the work,” she said.

out how to work the program, move
through the stuff, and rotate the images
around.”

The technology is utilized in both
health sciences classes and in an engineering class, and CTE Director Robert
Biggs said teachers have noticed lowand high-performing students alike are
benefiting from the alternative way of
learning it provides.

While the two health sciences classes
also teach students the basics of health
care theory and application—human
growth and development, infection
control, legal and ethical issues, safety
in the workplace, and emergency, medical, rehabilitative, and therapeutic services, for example—students are also
able to become CPR certified and have
previously participated in field trips to
health care facilities.

“This is just another tool in the toolbox. It’s never going to supplant oneon-one instruction, and it doesn’t take
away from that relationship between
the teacher and the student,” he said.
“But it puts learning on the tech aspect,
where the students are actually getting
a chance to use what they’re good at
and their digital-native selves.
“It’s literally what they’re used to
doing. Kids have cell phones, iPads,
computers, and gaming systems in
their hands all the time—that’s what
they’re used to using, and this is just
an extension of what they already do,”
Biggs added. “They picked up on it
quicker than I did, and I consider myself to be a pretty computer-savvy person. It doesn’t take them long to figure
28 CONNECTIONS Fall 2018

Additionally, students are able to
shadow district nurses while they
perform their routine functions and
participate in the district’s telehealth
partnership with the University of
Mississippi Medical Center (UMMC).
Telehealth allows rural patients
greater access to general and specialized care through virtual means, including remote observation, monitoring, diagnosis, and other mobile health
solutions. The UMMC-McComb
School District partnership, which provides mental health counseling, was the
one of the first of its kind in the state.

“Students participating in the district’s job-shadowing partnership between the school district nurses and the
health science program have the opportunity to work with a licensed nurse
in designated care-giving situations.
If telehealth equipment is being used,
these students can also participate with
the nurse in the utilizing this diagnostic equipment,” Biggs said. “The more
exposure these students have to this
type of equipment, the better prepared
they are to work in an ever-changing
job field that has become more and
more heavily reliant on technology.”

Vicksburg-Warren: Bringing
Lessons to Life Through Innovative
Scenarios and Observations

First-year biomedical students at the
Vicksburg-Warren School District have
a mystery to solve at the onset of the
school year: A woman is dead, and foul
play is suspected until the class is presented with a growing list of ailments
previously afflicting the decedent.
Sickle cell anemia, diabetes, hypercholesterolemia—the laundry list of
conditions, diseases, and illnesses reads
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Vicksburg-Warren School
District Biomedical I
instructor Sylvia Lamb,
left, works with students
Zoe Jennings, center, and
Khya Gaines during a
laboratory exercise.
like the usual suspects affecting your
average Mississippian, and that’s exactly what Biomedical I teacher Sylvia
Lamb wants.
With the introduction of each new
ailment and condition, Lamb pivots
her teaching to focus on the big-picture
topics of the year’s curriculum, including heart disease and genetic issues.
“I went this summer to a UMMC
class…and they were saying they need
us to teach kids about diabetes and
heart disease [to prepare them for future jobs]. Basically, my entire curriculum is right on point,” she said. “This
kind of science class used to be memorize vocabulary from a book and take
a test on Wednesday. Now? This is a
curriculum that is very fast paced and
exciting.”
In Biomedical II, teacher Lesley
Magee asks students to learn about specific professions associated with each of
the body’s major systems and role-play
these professionals as they treat fictional patients. Students also build models
of the body systems out of clay and
place them on a 2-foot-tall mannequin,

resulting in a fully equipped learning
tool at the end of the year.

Corps of Engineers’ on-site physician’s
office.

“I like to call Biomedical II ‘Human
Anatomy and Physiology on Steroids,’”
she said. “When we deal with bones,
they learn about forensic anthropologists. When we deal with the respiratory system, they learn about respiratory
therapists. They learn how each professional needs to know specific things in
order to diagnose and treat a disorder.”

The biomedical program is intertwined with others at the school district, as its students work with Health
Science II students on taking blood
pressure and electrocardiogram readings and obtaining CPR certification,
and the Law and Public Safety class designs the death scene for Biomedical I’s
medical mystery.

Magee’s Biomedical III students focus on medical intervention. Not only
do they diagnose and treat a fictional
family for an entire year, they also develop intervention strategies aimed to
improve their faux subjects’ lives.

“[Job-shadowing
opportunities]
let students know if this is really what
they want to do. You hear all about the
glory, but you don’t hear about the dayto-day work that really goes into it,”
Magee said. “We had two students that
worked the pediatrics station at Merit
Health. They came back saying they
didn’t want to be pediatricians. They
said, ‘If I never hear another crying
baby, that’ll be OK.’”

“This class is really cool because it’s
on a college level. I tell my students
all the time that they, as seniors in
high school, get to do a lab in the first
month of school that I didn’t get to do
until I was a senior in college,” she said.
Third-year students also shadow medical professionals at Merit
Health River Region, dentist Kimberly
Winters’ practice, and the U.S. Army

“The rewards for hard work are
there,” Lamb added. “I want them to
realize the magic of medical careers.
The point of where we’re getting to
with what we can do—it’s absolutely
amazing.”
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STUDENT

How did you become interested in
your pathway?

I became interested in digital media when I toured the program during
the ninth grade. I have always enjoyed
drawing, photography, making videos,
and creating music. Digital media has
also ignited an interest in special effects
makeup I never knew I had!
How has CTE changed your educational experience and influenced
your future path?

HANNAH KEITH
• Kosciusko-Attala Career
Tech Center
• Digital Media Technology

This program has given me an opportunity to discover my talents and
focus on my future. It has also helped
me improve my photography skills,
Photoshop skills, music-making skills
with Logic Pro X, and video-making
skills with Final Cut Pro.
What is your favorite experience in
your CTE class?
My favorite experience has been to
create strange and out-of-the-ordinary
pictures and videos using the various
software programs in the class. I love
to think outside the box and to create
weird looking pictures.
What do you like to do in your spare
time?
I like playing video games, practicing with special effects makeup, and



taking pictures. I enjoy taking pictures
of nature, especially during the fall and
winter seasons. Those two seasons are
the most beautiful to me.
What student organizations are you
involved in?
I was a member of Technology
Student Association last year and
served as assistant vice president. This
year, I have joined SkillsUSA and plan
to compete at the SkillsUSA competitions and hopefully advance on to the
national competition.
What would you say to another student who is considering taking a CTE
class?
Go for it! You never know what you
are capable of doing until you try. You
may discover a career or hobby you
will enjoy the rest of your life.
What are your future goals and
plans?
I plan to attend Full Sail University
after high school and become a special effects artist. I would also like to
have my own part-time photography
or cinematography business. My future has definitely been changed by
enrolling in the digital media class at
the Kosciusko-Attala Career Technical
Center.

Download the latest curriculum resources at
www.rcu.msstate.edu/curriculum/curriculumdownload
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EDUCATOR
How many years have you taught?

This is my third year teaching in
the automotive service technician program at the Perry County Vocational
Technical Center, and I look forward to
another great year.
What led you to teaching in this
field?
I retired as instructor of maintenance at Camp Shelby, where I taught
and trained soldiers in performing
maintenance duties on military vehicles. My total years of experience as instructor of maintenance consisted of 24
years, and I served as master instructor
for nine of those years. Since I live in
Perry County, I wanted to give back.
Through teaching, I can help educate
and prepare the students for the future.
What has been your biggest success
in the classroom?
The biggest successes that I have had
in my classroom would be demonstrating to my students the different ways
that math and science skills are used
within the automotive industry. I also
take great pride in becoming NATEF
certified in my program. I feel that this

is a great accomplishment for a relatively new automotive instructor.
What motivates you most as a CTE
instructor?

I enjoy teaching students things that
they did not think they could understand. The looks on their faces when
they finally comprehend the material
are priceless and extremely motivating.
What impact do you hope to have on
your students?
My hopes and prayers for my students would be that I could share the
value of a good education. I pray that I
can teach my students how the different things that they learn in school actually apply to life.

WILLIAM
(MACKY)
MORGAN

What advice would you give new
CTE instructor?

• Perry County Vocational
Technical Center

I would explain to them that they
should never assume that their students
already know certain skills. Remember
that patience is a virtue, and one must
have a lot of patience in teaching high
school students.

• Automotive Service
Technology

GOT MISSISSIPPI CTE NEWS?
Submit your news, photos, and more at www.rcu.msstate.edu/connections/
shareyourstoryideas, and you may see your story in CONNECTIONS!

@ConnectionsMS

facebook.com/ConnectionsMS

www.rcu.msstate.edu/connections
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Technology and Innovative
Learning Push Health
Science Students
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NEED MORE? Request copies of CONNECTIONS
at www.rcu.msstate.edu/magazinerequest
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